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Summary

An approach for obtaining the confidence interval of the group variance compo
nent in one-way unbalanced random model is given by using two moments approx
imation for the distribution of a linear combination of independent chi-squares.
Approximate confidence limits for the group variance component are obtained in
terms of the population mean n and the ratio of variance components P.
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Introduction

In balanced situations (equal group size), various methods for obtain
ing confidence interval of group variance component in one-way random
effect model have been presented by several workers such as Bross [4],
Bartlett [-1], Green [6], Bulmer [5], William [13] and others. However, no
such procedure in unbalanced situations (unequal group sizes) has yet
been reported.

This paper attempts to find out a procedure for obtaining the confi
dence interval and hence the confidence limits for the group variance
component for some known values of the population mean fji and the
ratio of variance components P in one way unbalanced random effect
model.
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Distribution and Confidence Interval

In analysis of variance in one-way random classification yii, the yth
observation belonging to /th group, is represented by :

yn = [1. + Oi+ eij, (2.1)
k

(i = 1, 2, . . . , k; j = \, 2, . . . , lu; ^ m = N)
i=l

' where

(1 is the grand mean (fixed)^ m, therandom effects due to groups, are iicf
normal with mean zero and variance o^; eu, the error variables indepen
dent of Oi, are iid normal with mean zero and variance o^, and N is the
total number of observations.

Here, o®, the group variance and cr?, the error variance, are known as
variance components of the model (2.1).

The between groups sum of squares SSB is defined by

SSB = S '(2.2)
1=1

Now define,

Zi = at -{- €{

1where, e, = — V
«i A-i

y=l

SSB can be written as

k

SSB = s mizi-z)^
i=l

k

where, Z=^ mZi

"1 1 ^
where, ^ %}. and P— ^ means.

j=l 1=1

Writing SSB in a matrix form as

SSB = Z'MZ, (2.3)

where,

^' = (Zp . . ., Zu) and M = K-,)sx», , (2.4)
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=

«<
f. ni\ .
V--N }'•=•>

i^j
N '

It can be shown that, under the assumption laid down in the model
(2.1), the vector Z is a multivariate normal with mean vector zero and
variance-covariance matrix V, a diagonal matrix, given by

(2.5)

where,

T?= of + «iOo, i= 1,2, . . .k

By using the above relation for bf, the matrix V can be written as

F=F^ + <7l/, (2.6)

Where, —

,2K, =diag(-^
^ V «i "ft /

With this, the expression (2.3) for SSB can be expressed as

SSB = Z'MZ

= ZT-i (F^ + olZ) MZ

ZzV-^V^MZ + clZ'V-^MZ,

or.

Z'V-^MZ = Z' (/ - F-^F,,) MZ

2 nfPZi (Zj - Z)
i=I

+
(2.7)

Where, F = the ratio of variance components. .
By using (2.1) and the definition of Z< given above, we can write (2.7)

as

f=l •

(2.8)
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The distribution of the quadratic form, Z'V~'^MZ, (see Johnson Kotz,
fc=l

[9], can be shown like S Vt, where VtIXt are independently distributed as
t=l

chi-squares with single degrees of freedom and h are the non-zero charac
teristic roots of the matrix M (2.4).

/f=l ~ -

The exact distribution of S Vf is very tedious for practical applica-

tions (see Johnson and Kotz, [9], Kanji [10]. It is, therefore, approximat
ed by some constant times central chi-square, say gXf,. The values of g

k=l 2
and h are obtained by equating the first two moments of S Vt and gXh

t=\

(See Box, 1954).
Then, the equations for g and h, obtained by equating the mean and

fc=i • • ,
variance of S Vt and gXh, are given by

r=l

fk=\ \
• mean S K,) = g • A (2.9)

\/=I /

and

rfe = l

variance

k=\

The mean and variance of S Vt can be obtained by using the results of
/=!

theorem 2, (Box, [3]), as

mean = trM

---if
1=1

and,

Variance = 2trM^

. r k k „ / k „ \ 2-1

= 2

-j=i (=1 \i=i / -

k=\

By substituting the values of the mean and variance of ^ Vt in (2.9)
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and then solving the same, we obtain the values of g and h as

k k . f k

S =

k k , / k \S

and

N _ V ii
A N
1=1

/=1

A: ^ q ^ 9 \

In this way, we have that
k

S (n^P/l + ttiP) (^i —[x) (pi —ji) = X (say) is distributed, approxima-
1=1

tely, as where, g and h are given in (2.9) above.
Now the confidence interval of can be obtained, as follows :

We know that

'̂ •^M-cc/2
which implies that

•P (~^j^ ^ ''a 1=1—o= ;
\S^I,,xl2 6^/1, l-cc/2/

where,

and points on the abscisa of chi-square probabi
lity curve such that the probability area on the right hand side of these
points is ocl2 and 1 —oc/2, respectively.

Thus, equation (2.10) gives the (1 —oc)% confidence interval for o| in
terms of X, where ex: is an arbitrary. That is, if (/q and Pq are some spiecifi-
ed values .of population mean and the ratio of variance components, then
the confidence interval of a®, with approximately (1 oc)% coverage, can
be obtained as

X

--p. )•

(2.10)

(2.10)

(2.11)
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with

IS.

/=i

Such typeof studies have alsobeen reported byWilliam [13]. Townsend
& Searle [11], and others, where the confidence or the point estimators
for variance components have been obtained in terms of the unknown
parameters like mean (n) or the error variance (a?).

3. Approximation for X

Supposed nl are large enough so that

(3.1),

Then X can be approximated as

^=,ll - t')
k

= (3.2)

The above expression (3.2) for X is nothing but the between groups
sum of squares, SSB. Thus, the confidence interval, using X = SSB, can
be worked out without knowing the values of and P. However, this
confidence interval will over estimate moderately, depending upon the
ratio of niPjl + tjjP, the bounds of the (1 —o^)% confidence interval of
the group variance components a|.
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